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Over all 

 Fairly even spread but majority 52-68 

 Majority female (71.26%) 

 88.51% said they would “watch a show in which films are shown and commentated on”. 

 Majority said they “sometimes” watch pre-1970s films (should have made it more specific) 

 Of the 13 who said they “never” watch them, 53.85% said they would watch one with a 

contemporary commentary and 38.46% said they wouldn’t. The missing 7.69% was from one 

participant who answered “not applicable” despite having said they never watch pre-1970s 

films. 

 Majority (71.26%) said they would watch a film with a “mixture” of informative and comedic 

commentary. 

 Majority (80.46%) said they would prefer narration to be a voiceover rather than the 

narrator being shown on-screen. 

 Majority (40.23%) said they most enjoy drama films. Second place was Sci-Fi/Fantasy with 

18.38% 

 The majority (36.78%) preferred the still from Amélie (36.78%) second place being The 

Grand Budapest Hotel (31.03%) and third Twin Peaks (25.29%). MST3K got the least with 

only 6.9%. I regret my choices for the pictures because they are quite recognisable from 

their respective media and this may have influenced people’s choices (i.e. people may have 

chosen the frame from Amelie because it is a popular film they enjoyed or recognised rather 

than because they like the “colour, lighting and style”.) 

17 & younger 

 88.89% would “watch a show in which films are shown and commentated on”. 

 66.67% “sometimes” watch pre-70s films, 27.78% “never”. 

 Majority would watch with commentary. 

 None said they wanted a purely “Informative” commentary. 33.33% wanted comedy and 

66.67% wanted a “mixture” of both. 

 72.22% wanted just a voice over for the commentary. 

 The majority most enjoy Sci-Fi/Fantasy (27.78%) 

 50% prefer the frame from Grand Budapest. Even split between the rest. 

18-34 

 16 responses 

 75% liked the idea. 

 62.50% sometimes watch pre-70s films 

 Of those who “never” watch pre-70s films an equal amount said they would & would not 

consider watching them with commentary. 

 87.5% wanted a mixture of informative and comedy. 12.5% wanted pure comedy 



 68.75% wanted voice over. 31.25% wanted a narrator on screen 

 Most popular genres Sci-Fi/fantasy, drama, comedy (25%). Romance, Historical, Thriller were 

all chosen once (6.25% each) as well as one person who said they most enjoy Psychological 

films which could, arguably be included in “Thriller”. 

 Grand Budapest and Amelie were most popular, getting 6 each (37.5% each). Twin Peaks got 

4 (25%). No one chose the still from MST3K 

35-51 

 24 total 

 23 said they would watch (95.83%) 

 79.17% said they watch pre-70s films “sometimes” 

 Majority who had “never” said they would watch with commentary 

 Majority enjoy dramas most 

 Majority prefer Amelie picture 

69 & older 

 Majority preferred Twin Peaks frame 


